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Introduction
Computational phylogenetics is a relatively recent branch of historical linguistics that uses
quantitative techniques to investigate the history of related languages. As the classical comparative
method is less explicit on the techniques for constructing phylogenies of language families (see
discussion in Jacques and List 2019), such a new approach can complement traditional techniques
for sub-grouping based on shared innovations (Ross and Durie 1996).
The popularisation of computer-based methods has led to a greater awareness of issues
resulting from limited data sustainability and proper data management (see, in particular, Chapter 5
and the User-Case on data management for historical linguistics). As linguistic data compiled for
purposes other than phylogenetic reconstruction might be difficult to adapt to the needs of such
analyses, we find an increasing amount of attempts to prepare the original data in ways amenable to
qualitative inspection and quantitative investigations. However, since the practice of data

preparation has not been standardized so far, scholars employ a variety of custom formats as the
backbone of their phylogenetic analyses. Such formats range from inadequate codings in which
connections to the original sources have been lost, up to very detailed and complex formats that can
only be processed by specific programs, which may at times not be publicly available. As a result, it
is very difficult for newcomers to find good instructions on data handling and conversion.
Additionally, data reuse is hampered because crucial information on the sources, the languages
under investigation, or questionnaires used as basis for word comparisons are usually not supplied
in standardized form.
Ideally, all linguistic data should be “FAIR” in the sense of Wilkinson et al. (2016):
Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, and Reusable. FAIR not only implies that studies should be
maximally reproducible, starting from the initial design of a projects (c.f. Berez-Kroeker et al.
2018), but also that a specific attention to “fairness” during all intermediate stages for preparing,
curating, and transforming the data is needed. Instead of enumerating the many possibilities to code
and use linguistic data to conduct a phylogenetic analysis, we decided to illustrate our suggestions
for phylogenetic data management in a workflow based on a concrete analysis. We illustrate how
we suggest data should be managed with the help of a published dataset, exploring the information,
file formats, processes, and software involved, explaining and showing how to collect and store
cross-linguistic information, how to guarantee that datasets are cross-linguistically comparable, how
to store intermediate and final results of the analyses, and how to share data in a reusable form.
While phylogenetic methods are not restricted to lexical data, the use of cognate sets (i.e., sets of
related words identified by the comparative method or computer-assisted approaches) has become a
quasi-standard in the discipline and will be the only method explored here (for alternative proposals
using various types of structural features, see Macklin-Cordes and Round 2015; Greenhill et al.
2017, Ringe et al. 2002, Longobardi et al. 2015).
Our analysis uses the dataset of Lieberherr and Bodt (2017), which the authors made
publicly available, consisting of lexical entries for 100 concepts, derived from the concept lists of
Haspelmath and Tadmor (2009) and Swadesh (1971), and translated into 22 “highly divergent,
endangered, and poorly described” languages of the Kho-Bwa subgroup of the Sino-Tibetan
language family, of which we selected 20 varieties, which were all based on the authors’ field notes
and reflect a unified source. The study is accompanied by a tutorial which conveniently mirrors the
sections and tasks presented, allowing readers to experiment with the dataset — or their own data
— by following our instructions step-by-step.

Phylogenetic Data Life-Cycle
The initial stage of a computational phylogenetic study requires acquiring and converting digital
sources to machine-readable format, which is in most cases a tabular word list (Stage 1). The
second stage involves adding cognate judgments to the word list, which can be done manually,
relying on experts or on information from the literature, automatically, by relying on software for
automated cognate detection, or semi-automatically, by checking automatically inferred cognates
(List 2016, Stage 2). Once these data are available, we can carry out the actual phylogenetic
analysis. The investigation should start with exploratory data analysis (Morrison 2014, Stage 3) to
visualise signal in the data by, for example, producing a Neighbor-Net or splits graph (a network
convenient for inspecting the major patterns in the data, Bryant & Moulton 2003, Huson and Bryant
2006), or calculating various summary statistics that quantify signal and noise in the dataset, such as
Consistency and Retention Indexes (Farris 1989), delta-scores and Q-residuals (Holland et al. 2002,
Gray et al. 2010), also making sure that there are enough common data points among the languages
(List et al. 2018b). Following this step, a detailed phylogenetic analysis using a range of different
methods can be performed. Currently, the best-performing methods are based on Bayesian models
that can provide a dated and rooted phylogeny (Stage 4). Independent of the stage of the analysis,

we recommend that scholars publish their data in a FAIR form, allowing colleagues to review and
reuse them (Stage 5).

Data collection (Stage 1)
Before we can make phylogenetic analyses, the data has to be assembled, which can be done in
multiple ways, including original field work, corpus analyses of texts (both modern and ancient), or
consulting dictionaries, word lists, or glossaries. Once we have identified the sources that can
deliver the data, we need to extract it and store it in a format convenient to access with software. In
the following section, we will introduce the very general abstract data model we recommend to
authors and give concrete recommendations on data storing and curation.

General remarks on data management
The data model that many linguists still use was popularized by Morris Swadesh, the pioneer in the
large-scale collection of word lists in form of tabular data for quantitative analyses (Swadesh 1952).
The crucial aspect of this data model is the semantic alignment of information, starting from a list of
non-cultural concepts, at times expanded and modified, which was successively translated into the
target languages of various studies. Linguists often think of the multilingual word lists produced by
this procedure as a simple table, in which the rows refer to the concept labels (or elicitation glosses)
and the columns capture the lexical entries in the sampled languages. This format has many plain
advantages for non-computational usage. It is simple, easy to inspect, and easy to produce, and
tables can be edited with common text processing or spreadsheet software. In fact, Lieberherr and
Bodt originally provided their data in this form. Table 1 provides a small sample of these data in
multilingual word list form.

Concept

Dikhyang

Wangho

Bulu

Rawa

Saria

"big"

əpõː

eboᵘ

araː

arai

toʔrɨɨ

"bird"

fuə

fua

pəduː

pədoː

pədoː

"blood"

əfuɛ

efua

ahui

fui

hue

Table 1: Sample word list from the Kho-Bwa dataset, showing words glossed as "big", "bird" and
"blood" for different language varieties, in the traditional wordlist form.
The simplicity of multilingual word list data provided in this form, however, is apparent and
restricted to lexicographic entries, creating multiple complications once scholars include other
information besides the translations for elicitation glosses across languages. What should one do,
for example, if unable to decide for one of several alternatives to translate a concept? Should one
list the synonyms separated by a comma, a slash, a dash, or even a vertical pipe (“|”), as in many
existing datasets? Or should one get rid of synonyms, either following Swadesh practice of
selecting the most common form (mostly decided in terms of perceived frequency of usage, see
Swadesh 1955:4.5) or Gudschinsky’s (1956: 179) advice of “flipping a coin”? Likewise, there is no
consensus on how to annotate specific entries to include information such as cognacy. The most
common solution is to add an extra cognacy column to the right of the one devoted to each language
variety, as in the STARLING software package (Starostin 2000) and as in the data first provided by
the authors of our dataset (as illustrated in Table 2).

Concept

Dikhyang

Cog

Wangho

Cog

Bulu

Cog

Rawa

Cog

Saria

Cog

"big"

əpõː

1

eboᵘ

2

araː

2

arai

2

toʔrɨɨ

3

"bird"

fuə

3

fua

5

pəduː

5

pədoː

5

pədoː

5

"blood"

əfuɛ

6

efua

6

ahui

6

fui

6

hue

6

Table 2: Sample word list from the Kho-Bwa dataset, derived from Table 1, with cognate judgments
added in extra columns labeled “Cog”.
A better strategy is to follow the insights of relational databases (Codd 1970), while
adopting long-table formats (Forkel et al. 2018, List et al. 2018b). In this data structure, we give
each cell containing a word form in Table 1 a row for itself. Table 3 provides an example
corresponding to the data from Table 2. The first column of the long table is an identifier (usually
numerical), and the consecutive columns define the different aspects of the word under question,
e.g., its language, its pronunciation, its concept, and also its cognate identifier. Although it may look
redundant on first sight, this format has many advantages. We can display synonyms without
separating the content in a cell (by adding an alternative entry for a given concept as an extra row of
our table), we can easily annotate cognates, and we could even append arbitrary information by
simply adding a new column.

ID

Language

Concept

Entry

Cogset

1

Dikhyang

BIG

əpõː

BIG-1

2

Wangho

BIG

eboᵘ

BIG-1

3

Bulu

BIG

araː

BIG-2

4

Rawa

BIG

arai

BIG-2

5

Saria

BIG

toʔrɨɨ

BIG-3

6

Dikhyang

BIRD

fuə

BIRD-1

7

Wangho

BIRD

fua

BIRD-1

8

Bulu

BIRD

pəduː

BIRD-2

9

Rawa

BIRD

pədoː

BIRD-2

10

Saria

BIRD

pədoː

BIRD-2

11

Dikhyang

BLOOD

əfuɛ

BLOOD-1

12

Wangho

BLOOD

efua

BLOOD-1

13

Bulu

BLOOD

ahui

BLOOD-1

14

Rawa

BLOOD

fui

BLOOD-1

15

Saria

BLOOD

hue

BLOOD-1

Table 3: Sample word list from the Kho-Bwa dataset, as listed in Table 2, in long-form.

The Cross-Linguistic Data Formats Initiative
Since long tables are nothing more than tables, we can store them in the same format in which we
would store “traditional” word list tables. To increase data comparability and FAIRness, however, it
is worth using additional tables for adding other information about the entities in our data,
especially in terms of reference catalogs that enormously facilitate dataset aggregation. For
language identification, for example, it is useful to link each variety to its corresponding code in

Glottolog (https://glottolog.org, Hammarström et al. 2019). For comparative concepts, the
Concepticon initiative (https://concepticon.clld.org, List et al. 2019a) offers identifiers for
standardized concept sets. Linking our data to these two catalogs gains us useful information (e.g.
geographic locations from Glottolog, semantic categories or frequencies of word use from
Concepticon). A recent and complementary development is a reference catalog for converting
phonetic transcriptions, the Cross-Linguistic Transcription Systems initiative (CLTS,
https://clts.clld.org, Anderson et al. 2018; List et al. 2018a). CLTS enhances accessibility and
interoperability by explicitly specifying the phonemes in each language in the dataset, a
specification that directly facilitates approaches using automated sequence comparison or enhanced
interfaces for cognate annotation (see Stage 2).
To standardize the representation of data for computational phylogenetics and historical
language comparison, the Cross-Linguistic Data Formats initiative (CLDF, https://cldf.clld.org,
Forkel et al. 2018) offers standard formats for different data types in historical linguistics and
linguistic typology, including wordlists, structural data, dictionaries, and parallel texts. To render
one’s data in CLDF word list format, normal spreadsheet editors can be used, but the initiative also
offers software solutions that facilitate conversion from other structured formats. CLDF encourages
dataset maintainers to use the above reference catalogs and also offers tools to validate the content
of a CLDF dataset. The formats are supported by some important software tools for computational
phylogenetics, such as BEASTLing (Maurits et al. 2018) and LingPy (List et al. 2018d) and
libraries for reading and writing CLDF data are available for the Python (pycldf, Forkel et al., 2019)
and R (rcldf, https://github.com/SimonGreenhill/rcldf) programming languages. Given the
increasing importance of CLDF as a standard for data storing and sharing, as well as the growing
amount of early adopters who have used the framework for data sharing (Hill and List 2017,
Kaiping and Klamer 2018, Sagart et al. 2019) or for data aggregation (List et al. 2018c), we
recommend all those who are interested in computational phylogenetics applications to code their
data in the formats of the CLDF initiative. Our supporting tutorial instructs how this can be done,
explaining how a CLDF dataset can be created (Tutorial 2.1.1) and loaded with LingPy (Tutorial
2.1.2), and how existing datasets can be retrieved from on-line repositories (Tutorial 2.1.3).

Cognate Identification (Stage 2)
Information on the etymological relations between words in different languages is occasionally
already available in the form of classical sources, such as etymological dictionaries or lexicostatistic
datasets (see e.g., McElhanon 1967). However, the annotation of cognate words for phylogenetic
investigations can still be tedious, in particular when working with tabular data that follows the
“classical” model shown in Table 1. If sufficient information on the history of the languages under
investigation is not available, scholars will have to apply the classical workflow of the comparative
method to infer regular sound correspondences crucial for identifying cognate words. Automated
methods for cognate identification (List 2014, Rama et al. 2018) and sound correspondence patterns
(List 2019) may come in handy, specifically in a computer-assisted framework where the data is
pre-processed by the software, and then thoroughly reviewed and corrected by experts. To annotate,
correct, and modify cognate sets, we recommend the use of interfaces designed for these purposes
(see, for example, the EDICTOR tool by List 2017, http://edictor.digling.org), since this may help to
avoid errors when working with large datasets.
Our accompanying tutorial illustrates how software for automated sequence comparison
may be used to align the data automatically (Tutorial 2.2.1), how cognates can be automatically
inferred with different methods and evaluated against a gold standard (Tutorial 2.2.2), and how the
data can be curated with help of light-weight web-based interfaces (Tutorial 2.2.3).

Exploratory data analysis (Stage 3)
Data prepared in CLDF is easily amenable to a range of phylogenetic analyses. First, it is easy to
extract distances between languages by assuming that the more similar languages are, the more
related they are. This is the fundamental assumption of the classical, and problematic, approach of
lexicostatistics (Swadesh 1950, 1952). Using the same languages from the example tables above
and the entire dataset, with 100 concepts, we get the following matrix of similarities.

Dikhyang

Wangho

Bulu

Rawa

Saria

Dikhyang

0.00

0.07

0.53

0.54

0.53

Wangho

0.07

0.00

0.53

0.52

0.52

Bulu

0.53

0.53

0.00

0.24

0.31

Rawa

0.54

0.52

0.24

0.00

0.20

Saria

0.53

0.52

0.31

0.20

0.00

Table 4: Similarity matrix of a subset of Kho-Bwa languages. Language pairs with scores closer to
0.0 are more similar, scores closer to 1.0 are more dissimilar.
Similarity matrices can be converted without effort to a tree using algorithms like UPGMA
or Neighbor-Joining (Saitou and Nei 1987), which mimic lexicostatistics (Figure 1.a). These
algorithms are implemented, among others, in the LingPy library (List et al. 2018d) library (used in
the tutorial) and in R’s APE library (Paradis, Claude, and Strimmer 2004). We can also load
distances into other statistical inference procedures like cluster analysis, as done in Lieberherr and
Bodt (2017).
One common distance-based approach to data exploration in computational historical
linguistics is building a Neighbor-Net network (Bryant and Moulton 2003; Huson and Bryant
2006). This visualization (Figure 1.b) constructs branches proportional to the amount of change
between languages, while conflicting signals are represented by box-like structures. These networks
provide a useful way of visualizing overlapping and conflicting signal, such as that caused by
borrowing or dialect-chain processes (Heggarty, Maguire, and McMahon 2010; Gray, Bryant, and
Greenhill 2010). These networks are constructed in the SplitsTree package (Huson and Bryant
2006), and we can easily convert the CLDF dataset into a format suitable for SplitsTree. Other
exploratory approaches that can be used to quantify the signal and noise in a dataset are analyses
through Consistency and Retention Indexes (Farris 1989), delta-scores and Q-residuals (Holland et
al. 2002, Gray et al. 2010). Our accompanying tutorial illustrates how to perform these tasks
(Tutorial 2.3).

Phylogenetic analysis (Stage 4)
After the simpler distance-based approaches for data exploration, it is common to perform more
advanced analyses. Currently, the most powerful phylogenetic approach is a set of tools known
collectively as Bayesian phylogenetic methods (Huelsenbeck et al. 2001). These methods build
trees in a way that mimics that of the traditional linguistic comparative method, identifying where
cognate sets are innovated and retained. Further, these tools model uncertainty and error in our
estimated phylogenies such that we can measure support for different sub-grouping hypotheses.
Greenhill and Gray (2009) provide a more detailed overview of how Bayesian approaches work.
Bayesian phylogenetic packages like BEAST (Bouckaert et al. 2014) tend to require data in a

specific format called NEXUS (Maddison, Swofford, and Maddison 1997) which can be generated
from word list or CLDF datasets with tools such as LingPy.
Here we analyze the Kho-Bwa dataset using a Bayesian phylogenetic approach implemented
in BEAST2 (Bouckaert et al. 2014, v2.5.1). We use a binary covarion model (Penny et al. 2001) that
allows cognate sets to be gained and lost at different rates over time. We implemented a relaxedclock model (Drummond et al. 2006), which allows each branch to change at a different rate, and
this distribution of rates to be estimated from the data. The results are shown in Figure 1.c. The
study indicates that all three methods show strong similarities in their overall sub-grouping and are
consistent with the results presented in Lieberherr and Bodt (2017) based on hierarchical clustering.
All methods split the family into three major branches: (a) the Western Kho-Bwa (Duhumbi,
Khispi, Shergaon, Rupa, Jerigaon, Khoina, Rahung, Khoitam), (b) Bugun (Bichom, Singchung,
Dikhyang, Wangho, Kaspi, Namphri), and (c) Puroik (Bulu, Rawa, Kojo Rojo, Sario Saria,
Lasumpatte, Chayangtajo). Within these branches, the patterning is similar to that presented in
Lieberherr and Bodt (2017), despite some notable differences that in most analyses are reported to
the experts for investigation. Among the benefits of Bayesian approaches is the fact that we could
further model variation in rate change for testing hypotheses on the evolution, which can also be
reported to the experts. The discussion on Bayesian analyses goes beyond the purposes of data
management of this user-case, but our tutorial shows how to prepare data for BEAST2 (Tutorial
2.4).

Figure 1.a: Phylogenetic visualisation of the Kho-Bwa dataset, with an UPGMA tree mimicking
lexicostatistics.

Figure 1.b: Phylogenetic visualisation of the Kho-Bwa dataset, with a Neighbor-Net network
visualisation.

Figure 1.c: Phylogenetic visualisation of the Kho-Bwa dataset, with a maximum clade credibility
tree of the posterior probability distribution from a Bayesian phylogenetic analysis.

The availability of a dataset collected and published in a long-form table, and converted to
CLDF with ease, allowed us to apply different methods of investigation to support or disprove
hypotheses of the original work. The analysis tried to emphasize how rewarding an adequate
management of phylogenetic data can be in scientific terms. Researchers benefit from it not only by
saving the time usually spent in data collection and preparation, but also because of the facilitated
collaboration and the suggestions of future work offered by the results. In specific, we not only have
quantitative bases on which questions should be investigated next, such as the placement of the
Bugun and Puruik clades in the tree, but anyone would be able to apply other quantitative methods,
or to combine these data with different datasets for new research questions (for example, SinoTibetan collections offering additional data points in CLDF, as presented, e.g., in Sagart et al. 2019).
In all cases, very desirable prospects in terms of a language group still poorly studied from a
historical linguistic perspective.

Data sharing and deployment (Stage 5)
We encourage and practice data sharing, creating and maintaining re-usable data in linguistics
(Berez-Kroeker et al. (2018)). The modular architecture of CLDF allows researchers to combine
and mix, more or less freely, what might best fit their individual pipelines and requirements. The
main idea of this pipeline is not to enforce any theoretical constraints, but to ensure that once a
research project is finished, data and results will be findable and accessible. For this reason, besides
providing easily analyzable data, CLDF datasets were designed for convenience in share and
deployment. While plain datasets can be shared with little effort on platforms like GitHub and
Zenodo, the related CLLD project (Forkel et al. 2018b) allows to deploy data into browsable web
applications, as showcased by different projects such as the study on colexification patterns CLICS2
(List et al. 2018c), the typological survey of the World Atlas of Language Structures (WALS,
https://wals.clld.org, Dryer and Haspelmath 2013), and the study on horizontal lexical transfer by
the World Loanword Database (https://wold.clld.org, Haspelmath and Tadmor 2009), among others.
Our tutorial discusses how CLDF datasets can be shared and deployed (Tutorial 2.5).

Conclusion
Our plan with this user-case was to present principles of data management as applied to
computational phylogenetics and computer-assisted language comparison, showcasing the solutions
we recommend. We are confident that, no matter how it will evolve, historical linguistics will need
and benefit from good practices in the representation and management of its data in order to
advance. Methods, questions, and solutions come and go: interdisciplinarity will evolve from its
current shape, concept lists are routinely expanded and reduced, cognate sets as basic characters of
analysis might be supplemented or replaced by other data, Bayesian phylogenetic inference might
lose its momentum and be replaced by new quantitative or symbolic models, and so on. The general
principles of linguistic data management, and of phylogenetic data and CLDF in particular,
acknowledge that such evolution is inevitable, and instruct us to prepare data for all the future
manipulations that might be required.

Supplementary Material
The supplementary material can be downloaded from https://github.com/lexibank/phylogeneticsdata-management-tutorial.
It
contains
the
accompanying
tutorial,
at
https://github.com/lexibank/phylogenetics-data-management-tutorial/blob/master/Tutorial.md along
with the data and the code needed to reproduce the analyses discussed in this study.
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